Origins-Historical Science UNIT (Our Creator vs. Macroevolution)
Mr. Galloway Updated
OUTLINE for NOTE TAKING & LOGIKOS THINKING

SUGGESTED EXPLANATIONS (Detailed evidence later in this Unit)
For the Simple Seven Science Questions that Lead to Christ our Creator
1. Universe?

When & how did STUFF (space, time, matter, & energy) come into being?
Macroevolutionists believe stuff either came from nothing or was eternal.
Creationists believe stuff cannot come from nothing, and that is there is no strong
evidence that stuff is eternal.

2. Bio-Info?

When & how did the FIRST cell with DNA come into being?
Macroevolutionists believe a cell came from non-living chemicals.
Creationists believe cells cannot come from non-living chemicals, since the law
of Biogenesis shows that life comes only from life.

.
3. New-Info?

When & how did all the NEW DNA arise for the many diverse organisms?
Macroevolutionists believe mutations created new info for all new organisms.
Creationists believe mutations could not have done this, since research shows
that mutations over time destroy information and cause devolution.

4. Programmer?

Is an intelligent CREATOR the most logical conclusion for questions 1-3?
Many scientists are realizing that questions 1-3 cannot happen naturally, so some
now believe God designed evolution (suffering & death) to make all types of life.
Creationists believe a supernatural God caused 1-3 without macroevolution.

5. Suffering?

If the Creator is “GOOD”, then why is there human & animal suffering?
Macroevolutionists cannot explain why a good God would design the horrible
process of evolution (violent competition, pain, fear, suffering, & death).
Creationists believe that God originally designed the world without suffering.
Lucifer and Adam chose sin and separation, which caused disorder,
dysfunction, disease, violent competition, and death.

6. Christ?

Is the GOSPEL about Jesus the most logical answer to questions 4-5?
The “full” good news about Jesus is that as our Creator, He is a Good Shepherd
who made the world without sin, suffering, or death of humans and nephesh
animals, and that His NEW creation in the end will be like peaceful Eden.

7. Response?

How should this conclusion CHANGE character and culture?
We should respond to these truths personally by submitting to Christ as our
Creator, Lord, and Savior, so that we can be a part of His plan to make our
culture more like His Kingdom. Humans and angels who reject Christ and His
Way will be absolutely separated from Him and His Kingdom.
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SUGGESTED EXPLANATIONS to help you understand why the subject of “OriginsHistorical” Science is SIGNIFICANT (important).
Detailed evidence will be covered later in this Origins Unit
1. God?

Would a “good” God DESIGN “survival of the fittest”, suffering & death?
If God designed the horrible process of evolution, then He would be a monster.
So, if people begin to believe that macroevolution is true and that God designed
it, then deep down they will begin to doubt His goodness.

2. Graphae?

If the Bible is WRONG about science, why trust it about spiritual things?
Jesus said in John 3:12 that if people doubt what He said about physical things,
then they will doubt what he said about spiritual things. That is why so many
people today reject what the Bible says about morality and salvation.

3. Gospel?

If a real ADAM didn’t cause suffering/death, why trust Jesus’ death for sin?
The Bible calls Jesus the second Adam who came to fix the separation and death
problem that the first Adam caused. But if macroevolution is true with
millions of years of suffering and death BEFORE Adam existed, then Adam did
NOT cause it. It would then be God’s fault for designing macroevolution.

4. Glorify?

If “survival of the fittest” is God’s Way, is NAZISM a Way to glorify God?
To glorify God means to live the Way that God made things to be. So if
macroevolution is true and designed by God, then the strong should kill the
weak. Hitler believed in the “God” of macroevolution, so Hitler and his Nazi
followers killed people they believed were weaker. This is the same thing that
evolutionary communistic cultures have done. Roots produce Fruit.

The Evidence for Answering Origins-Historical Science Questions
(We will cover these three categories of evidence later in this unit.)
1. Scholars

The majority is not authority (1,000’ of PhDs REJECT macroevolution).
Scientific beliefs have often been wrong even if believed by most scientists.

2. Science

Scientific evidence is more reliable, but origins answers are UNPROVABLE.
Hypotheses, theories, & laws can be supported but not proven.

3. Scripture

The Bible is more reliable, since it is supported by PROPHETIC evidence.
Prophecy reveals the Bible’s author to be a super-natural Being who is beyond
time, since it contains 100’s of detailed predictions that were all fulfilled.
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